25th Super Bock Super Rock
18 – 19 – 20 JULY
Meco Beach, Sesimbra – South of Lisbon, Portugal

Daily ticket for July 18 - SOLD OUT
3-Day Pass and Daily Tickets for July 19 and 20 still
available on the third price batch.

New line-up announcement:

Branko
July 18, Super Bock Stage
18-19-20 July
Herdade do Cabeço da Flauta, Meco - Sesimbra

We’re five months away from the 25th edition of Super Bock Super Rock and the
daily tickets for July 18 are already sold out.
On July 18, Super Bock Super Rock will welcome on its various stages artists such as
Lana Del Rey, The 1975, Jungle, Cat Power and Metronomy in a memorable edition,
not only for the return to Meco Beach in Sesimbra, South of Lisbon but also because of
the 25th anniversary of one of the greatest music festivals in Portugal.
Also performing on July 18, on the EDP Stage, in Super Bock Super Rock is Branko one
of the biggest references in the current Portuguese music scene whom has been
proving his value overseas as well.

BRANKO

Branko is one of the big names in Portuguese music nowadays. Whoever sees him
walking through the streets of Lisbon may even confuse him with a Nordic tourist.
However, his reality is quite different: Branko grew up in Amadora, suburbs of Lisbon,
with people from different backgrounds and experiences, something that would later
influence his music. This was an environment characterised by social tensions which
contrasted with the friendship that was being built there, the encounter with
difference and a rare solidarity. All of this created Branko, who always knew how to
channel his anguish and his energy into music. He’s one of the artists behind Buraka
Som Sistema, the project that best focused the sound of a mixed Lisbon. Songs like
“Kalemba (wegue wegue)” or “Hangover” marked a decade of Portuguese music,
showing the world a city in change, multicultural and effervescent. Despite his success
with Buraka, Branko never gave up on his solo career and released his first album in
2015. “Atlas” is inspired by his trips to Cape Town, New York, Amsterdam and São
Paulo. There’s a whole lot of world in those songs. In the following years, Branko
opened up to the world even more as the producer of artists like Santigold, Anik Khan
or M.I.A.
There is a new album by Branko scheduled to be released on March 1 this year,
“Nosso”, featuring artists such as Sango, Cosima, Mallu Magalhães, Dino d’Santiago,
Pierre Kwenders and Dengue Dengue Dengue!
According to Branko, this album “is the definition of sharing and the collaboration
between artists, creating and mixing different visions and styles”. We can see him and
feel him live in the next Super Bock Super Rock.

About Super Bock Super Rock:
Super Bock Super Rock presents a cohesive, consistent lineup on its 25th edition,
thought for good music lovers, always attentive to the trends of the moment, including
the big names and presenting emerging talents, both Portuguese and international.
Three days of Music in a relaxed atmosphere next to the Meco beach at a walking
distance from the Albufeira Lagoon.
A place known for its beaches and often associated with relaxing moments.
For its 25th edition, Super Bock Super Rock returns to the idyllic setting of Meco,
where some of the most memorable editions of its history have been held.
For this edition, Super Bock Super Rock offers free camping for the 3-day Pass holders
from the previous Wednesday [17 July] to Sunday [21 July] and the festival goers will
be able to enjoy a festival on a natural and green vegetation carpet.
There will also be free buses to the beach which will take the route between the
Festival and Meco Beach, in order to avoid the need to use own transportation by the

public who, having acquired the 3-days pass, will opt for the free camping of the
Festival.
Counting with the important partnership of Sesimbra Town Hall, Super Bock Super
Rock returns to the Herdade do Cabeço de Flauta, at Lagoa de Albufeira - Meco - Cabo
Espichel, an area with unique and breathtaking landscapes, including some of the
patrimonial, environmental and landscape values of the region, such as the Sanctuary
of Cape Espichel, dinosaurs footprints or Little Lagoon.
Having Super Bock Super Rock in this location is a way to show all the tourism potential
of this site, being a stimulus for local economy based on hotels, catering and adventure
activities linked to the sea and Serra da Arrábida.
The 25th edition of Super Bock Super Rock will be a great celebration! Of the
longevity of the Festival, and of what matters most, Music.
The second batch of tickets is on sale at Festicket, with the 3 day pass at the price of
110€ and the daily ticket at 60€.
New names to be soon revealed.
Already announced:
18 July
Super Bock Stage – Lana Del Rey, The 1975, Jungle, Cat Power
EDP Stge – Metronomy, Branko
19 July
EDP Stage – Kaytranada, Charlotte Gainsbourg, Calexico and Iron & Wine, FKJ
20 July
Super Bock Stage – Migos, Disclosure DJ Set, Profjam
EDP Stage – Masego, Superorganism

Ticket Information
Ticket prices:

Third batch of tickets on sale:
Full Pass – 110€
Daily Ticket – 60€
Where to Buy

Festicket

